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o the Milton Keynes swapmeet is over for another year, and as
my title suggests, I would like to thank all the traders and
attendees for making it to the event and for ensuring it was such an
enjoyable and hopefully, for everyone a successful one? Plus we
managed only to get one car stuck and no it was not our Membership
Secretary this year!
The event Club car sold well and with the table money and
entrance money, overall financially the event raised a not
inconsiderable sum for the Club coffers. I shall again be booking the
venue for next year around the same time of year, so keep an eye on
the diary page.
The next swapmeet of course is the Orpington one in April, and
I am reliably informed (at least I hope I am otherwise I shall have
serious egg on my face!) that we shall at long last have the Flyslot
Brabham Club car in our possession for distribution to those
members who have ordered one, plus some for sale to those who may
wish to buy one once it has been seen in the flesh! Of course if you
ordered one for posting these shall be sent out around the same time.
For those that do not know, these cars are over due as a result of
a postal mishap where the rear wings, sent separately to the main car
were lost on route along with the rear wings to the Flyslot next release
the John Watson Brabham, so all had to be remade and resent for
final assembly, hence the delay, compounded further as this all
occurred over the Festive Season!
On some more Club car related news, we are currently in
discussion with a distributor/ manufacturer about a Club car for this
year, with a release anticipated of Autumn, very limited, with only
200 being made and it is one of the most iconic cars of the period.
Again more news at a later date.
To conclude the Club car topic, you will see we are offering
members the chance to purchase a few of the current cars in stock
at favourable prices, plus the chance to finally obtain the elusive
chrome GT40! Read on more details!
Until next month.
Jeremy

S
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By Pete Simpson

T

o follow the theme from last month’s
report, the Club’s Milton Keynes
swapmeet was definitely the place to be
if you wanted to pick up a bargain. There’s
nothing quite like meeting some of the specialist
traders in person to understand their wares and
appreciate the quality of the parts. Whether it’s
parts for a special model, another superb resin
kit or a replacement for a worn old Scalextric
racer, just about everything was available. Add
to that the expert advice available at every
quarter and the opportunity to catch up with
foreign friends in a relaxed atmosphere, and four
or five hours fly past. Karen had plenty of time
to skive off and enjoy MK’s excellent shopping
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facility. Is it coincidence that swapmeets are
often within easy reach of retail diversions?
Although I was unable to visit the “factory”
during either January or February, I had plenty
of photos from my December trip to provide
further evidence of this year’s range. Whilst
there is still no news on an update to the ARC
app to include the 2016 range, we do have a
catalogue for this year! Unfortunately, it falls
rather short of the last 50 years of marketing
literature to be produced by Scalextric and takes
the form of a landscape A5 document. For those
that made it to the MK meeting there was an
opportunity to obtain a copy from a few traders
but how else it can be obtained I’m not too➳

sure: the Scalextric website provides no clue that
it even exists! I suspect an image of the cover is
provided elsewhere in the Journal so here are a
few pages to peruse.

probably an update to come before the final
release is available, if so I will try to share some
photos accordingly in the future.
MGB

Falcon

Last month I showed the website image of one
of this year’s Ford Falcons: now I can share a few
images of the early prototype. It’s reasonably
obvious what the model represents but at this
stage Scalextric aren’t claiming it to characterise
any particular car, the reasons for which should
be pretty obvious. A radically revised version of
the Ford Falcon, C3697, differs from previous
models not only by the revised body styling but
also by incorporating the latest low profile driver
platform to enable the fitment of a PCR chassis.
This is a great candidate for a performance
upgrade as the inspiration was the hottest car on
the streets when it was released to enforce the
slightly sketchy view of law and order. I’ve not
yet seen the next stage of development so there’s

This latest MGB, C3746, is modelled on the car
in which Russell Spencer won the 2015
Thoroughbred Sportscar Championship. Roy
McCarthy and his two sons, Russell and Spencer,
formed McCarthy Motorsport using Roy’s
knowledge and expertise with MGs. Over the
years, the family took hundreds of podiums and class
wins across many historic racing championship
classes. Sadly, Roy passed away in 2010 but his
sons continue to race. The colour looks to be
pretty close to an original MGB colour and
contrasts well with previous versions of this
model.
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Mini
Some may be surprised at the driver of this
latest version of the Mini Cooper: Graham Hill,
hardly renowned as a rally driver. C3747
represents the Mini in which he teamed with
Maxwell Boyd to contest the 1966 RAC Rally.
Although Minis finished in 2nd, 4th, 5th, 15th, 17th,
19th, 20th to 23rd, 34th, 37th 39th, 40th to 43rd, 46th,
50th (behind a Singer Chamoir), 55th to 57th and
59th, this particular car had the sole distinction
of being the first to retire! Unfortunately the diff
failed and, as is not uncommon with highly
stressed Mini internals, exited through the
casing. Graham Hill was no stranger to rallying
as he had previously taken part in the Monte
Carlo Rally driving such diverse entries as a
Ford Falcon and a Sunbeam Rapier.
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From web images the slightly unusual
numbering seems to be correct; doubtless there
was a good reason for the asymmetric scheme.
As is usual for the Mini, it won’t accept a digital
chip without some modification to the internals
and even then it can be a tight fit!
➳

McLaren P1
Hot on the heels of last year’s Vulcano Orange
and Vulcano Yellow release comes yet another
eye catching McLaren, C3756, this time in
Mantis Green. I converted an earlier one of
these using the PCR chassis and tuning parts
and I’m sure that everyone at Croydon
Scalextric Club was impressed, if not by the
performance, then at least by the stunning paint
finish. This one will feature lights front and rear
and be suitable for easy digital conversion as well
as expensive PCR conversion.

BMW Z4
C3721 brings the Blancpain Sprint Series closer
to home. This latest version of the Z4 carries the
colours of the BMW Sports Trophy Team
Brazil. It was driven by Caca Bueno and Sergio
Jimenez to fourth place, two behind the sister

number 77 car of Atila Abreu and Valdeno
Brito Filho, in the May 2015 race at Brands
Hatch.

It will have lights, accept a digital plug and
be upgradable using the PCR chassis loaded
with Slot.it goodies.
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Slime Slider
Reminiscent of the Pike’s Peak buggies is this
HO scale racer. It should both appeal and
perform as it has a low centre of gravity and is
a stunning shade of green. This will appear later
this year as G2161.
That’s all for this month, but hopefully, at
about the time you are reading this, I’ll be able
to visit the factory and bring more photographs
of models as they are being developed, of course
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you can also visit the Scalextric website and read
the latest Test Track for more news and
information.
■

C

iao everyone and welcome to this
month’s edition of Forza Slot.it. It has
been a busy start to the year for me
and I guess for everyone else as well? This is
especially so for toy manufacturers as they
traditionally have the Nuremberg toy fair at the
end of January / start of February and this year
has been no different. Fortunately for me and
you, Terry from Gaugemaster was at the event
and he has given me the inside track on a few
things as well as several pictures for us to look at
of recently released or soon (well at some point
this year I hope!) to be.
I guess the trick is where to start? So I will
just have to ramble my way through as I see fit
I guess! The first thing to mention (and I will

quote Terry’s email here) is “Maurizio was first to
apologise regarding the delays of some of the releases due
last year that will now spill into 2016. In fact so much
from the 2015 list has not been produced that there are
actually no totally new announcements for this year
although there is still plenty to look forward to.” I guess
that quote is a mixture of good and bad news
but at least Slot.it (and Policar) are going strong
and have plans when some other major manufacturers
(like Ninco) seem to have cut back on models,
stalled or just little to no news and/or no new
products which is a real shame but, I suppose, to
be expected in the current climate.
Another not so good for some is the news
that the Chaparral 2G will now not get to the
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shops till 2017. Not as bad for me as I am not so
keen on this particular car/era be it real or
model!
I think that is all the bad news out of the way
so on with the good stuff then! Top of my list
really are the new DTM cars in the pipeline.
According to the website the Nannini Alfa 155
in the factory red livery will not be around till
November 2016 and there is no expected release
date for the Opel Calibra yet. So that could be
2017 then? The red car will be followed by the
orange Bartels Jagermeister car which should be
available at the end of this year as well. As you
can see from a couple of Terry’s pictures the
Nannini Alfa on display was a fully decorated
final test model and looks a real beauty to me!
These are definitely going to be inline 2WD low
slung rockets so I’m looking forward to Terry
sending me a test car ASAP! Hands up those
that think November is too long a wait then? It
looks ready to go to me but I guess there are still
a few things to iron out and then Slot.it will have
their production run all sorted for months to
come so I guess I/we will have to wait on that
one… still tooo long!
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Next up would be more 9xx Porches then!
Still not got enough in your collection? Me
neither! Slot.its crystal ball schedules the
stunning Camel 962C 85 SICA34b out for
June2016 with the gorgeous 956LH SICA2h
Skoal Bandit out just before in May. Both of
these cars have certainly been on my radar/ preorder list for a while as the liveries certainly
typify the “iconic” status/label that these cars
fall into. Not much else to say on this pair except
see you in my collection sooner than the Alfa.

Just like buses, along comes another
McLaren F1 GTR in the form of SICA10i as it
hove’s into view. Let’s see, a,b,c…..i that would
be nine, opps ten I forgot about the plain white
DIY SICA10z car. Don’t get me wrong, I love
the GTR as well. It’s a sweet handling car on the
track (as are all Slot.it cars eh!) and another one
that I am sure will hit my collection as have all
the others! I even shelled out for a Z spec as well
which I normally don’t do. But then, will I ever
do anything with it? That is an entirely different
matter. The red and black Le Mans 1997➳

livery certainly stands out and should make this
particular car easy to spot on the racetrack.
Anticipated release date April. Next up is
SICA28c being the 3rd release of the Nissan
R90V in the bright red/white Cabin livery as
raced at the Fuji 500Km of 1990. I like the look
of this car but sadly the Mr Blobby shape, that
I unkindly called the first car that I reviewed
several months ago, still sticks. I only have the
“a” car as the “b” R89c Men’s Tenoras grey
blob left me uninspired and my wallet spared
from any exercise. Its release date is the 1st of
March, so it should be the shops by the time you
read this. I guess I will have to consider my
options on this one. One thing to note, as with
many Slot.it cars, and a quick look around three
dealers showed that the SICA28b is already sold
out so too late if I do what one then! Unless I
wish to pay a premium from someone probably.

Next up would be a couple more Le Mans
type cars but from a more modern time.
SICA22d will be the fifth version (remember the
NSCC Ltd edition SC22a as well) of the very
delicately sculpted body of the B10/60 Lola

LMP car in Rebellion livery with the chromed
gold effect which looks stunning on all the cars
produced so far. This is the No.12 car as run at
Le Mans 2010 which has the very low rear deck
and snakes belly low front with red and white
colours and logos to compliment the shiny gold.
Looks great, goes well, could well be in my stable
at some point? Available around March perhaps?
SICA31b will be the second Lola Aston Martin
DBR1-2 and another car that has that squashed
low slung stance so popular with the real world
aero departments these days. The first one was
a little cracker in Gulf colours, if perhaps not
the best of Gulf livery schemes, and the second
promises to be just as striking in silver/black
with red accents. Again, on my radar with an
expected release date of July.

The Le Mans Winners Series of cars have
been proven very popular in the Hatton House
so far and with an expected release date of June,
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then I expect the Audi R8 SICW19 will be no
exception. This car finished 1st at Le Mans in
2000 which was the first of three consecutive
wins for the R8 at this most famous of races. I
guess that means with maybe a few detailing
changes we should see the 2001 and 2002
winners in this series soon? The model itself,
sitting in the familiar winners series box, looks
spot on but I have always found the Audi Le
Mans cars a bit bland in the looks department.
Having said that, guess who will be keeping his
collection of Winners Series cars ticking along
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then. Ah the Matra MS670B with the long tail
Le Mans bodywork is next up and whilst Terry’s snap
is of an opaque test sample which, unfortunately, does
not show up the detail to well because the
material used that is very hard to photograph.
I expect that when this series of cars are released
they will be snapped up just as eagerly as the first
three versions were. They are absolute stunners
and look fabulous when you line up the complete
victorious team from 1974. If you haven’t got
one of those already then go get one and get➳

your pre-order in now for this latest one now. No
official release date on this but Terry reckons it
will be “sometime this year”.
Moving on to Policar for a moment… and
to quote Terry’s email again “After the phenomenal
success of the Policar Gold Leaf Lotus 72, there was
decorated versions of the Brooke Bond/OXO Graham
Hill car which will be their next F1 release, and as a bit
of a surprise the Low Downforce/Drag Lotus that Rindt
drove tragically at the 1970 Italian GP in Monza. There
of course will many other variations of the Lotus 72
coming out including the first of the JPS cars later in the
year.” I reviewed the first model in last month’s
copy and I would say that statement is not a
surprise to me. The quality and handling of the
Lotus was just superb and long may Policar keep
producing this and several other F1 related cars.
In fact, to quote Terry some more “Maurizio was
also keen to say that the work on the March 701 F1 was
well under way and confirmed that he was 99% sure it
will be the STP sponsored car as driven by amongst others
Chris Amon. The first March will hopefully be here before
Christmas and I can tell you that there are some great
liveries to follow driven many driven by F1 legends, but
we will leave it at that for now!” More F1 to come

and a few surprises eh! Looking forward to that?
You bet. The wallet probably is’nt and best not
to let wife V1.0 know either!
As for the Policar F40, well the F40 in the
real metal flesh and plastic model has and
always will be a favourite of mine. No doubt, this
will be a re-tooling of the previous Slot.it
SIKF02”x” kits released several years ago just
like the earlier 2015 release of the Policar Ferrari
312PB. I reviewed CAR01b which finished 3rd
at Monza in the 1972 1,000Km race and this
model was an absolute revelation to zap round
a slot track. Perfect poise, enough power to enjoy
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(and more) but the chassis and setup straight out
of the box (minus the magnet of course) was
spot on for me. If the F40 is equal to this in
quality of moulding and chassis then no one
should be disappointed. The pricing for these
should be very attractive as well, probably
around the £32 to £34 range with discounts
from your favourite slot dealers so what’s not to
like? Should be around sometime in the April
timeframe. I will test one for you when they are
out, no problem!
So that brings me to the end of Terry’s email
and pictures from Nuremberg but I did also get
a couple of emails from Slot.it directly to let me
know about a couple of other cars that are now
in the shops with a release date of 10th February.
Not new models but re-liveries of a couple of
very popular cars. First up would be SICA20c
Ford MKII #5 which finished 3rd at Le Mans in
1966 as driven by Ronnie Bucknum and Dick
Hutcherson. This is part of the trio of Ford cars
that famously finished 1-2-3 at Le Mans in 1966
to give Ford there first ever Le Mans win and
stick it to Ferrari! Much has been written about
Ferrari pulling out of the sale to Ford a couple
of years earlier and the subsequent fallout so I
won’t go into that here. If you don’t know the
story already, then the internet has lots of
information on it. The model is nicely finished
in gold with a couple of pink flashes across the
nose of the car so one for the lady racers out
there then, maybe?
Finally SICA24c Audi R18 TDI #3 that
also finished 3rd at Le Mans but in 2011. The
peddlers for this car would be one Rinaldo
“Dindo” Capello, Tom Kristensen and Alan
McNish, surely one of the best ever driver
combinations to sit in a Le Mans car in any year!
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It’s an Audi so not visually stunning to me
because, as you all know, I’m a Porsche guy!
However, if you have one of these cars already
then go have another look and enjoy the effort
that Slot.it have put into the model to reproduce
all the curves, cut outs and driver detail that
make all Slot.it cars stand out. Both nice cars,
eminently collectable so sure to find homes very
quickly. Get yours now while you can.

Other Slot.it spare parts items newly
released are as follows:
SP39 - Gear grease (15g).
SP40 - Performance oil for motors (20ml).
SP41 - Motor cleaner and protector (50ml).
PI7012e - Ergal pinion 12 teeth Ø 7 mm (1x).
PI7013e - Ergal pinion 13 teeth Ø 7 mm (1x).
PI7014e - Ergal pinion 14 teeth Ø 7 mm (1x).
WH1179-Pl - Plastic ø17x10x0.5 light wheels
black 0.85g (4x) it replaces PA19-Pl.
CH111 - LMP 4WD screw racing pickup.
CH112 - LMP screw racing pickup for wooden
track.
If you require additional info on these items
then check out Slot.it’s website at: www.slot.it.
So after last month’s mini War and Peace
epic, this month’s Slot.it article is relatively short.
That’s all I have to report for this month but
once again a big “Thank You” to Terry at
Gaugemaster for all the Nuremberg Toy Fair
information/pictures and Slot.it for this month’s
news and information Ciao and arrivederci till
next month.
■

W

elcome to the March Carrera Corner.
The following models, mentioned
last month, are due out in March and
April. These are 1:32 Evolution cars which are
capable of digital upgrade. Each car has front,
rear and brake lights, and faithfully reproduced
details. We have pictures of the models and the
reference numbers as follows.

Reference 20027507 is the Porsche GT3
RSR Lechner Racing, number 14. The 520hp
Porsche GT3 RSR was driven by the Polish

driver Kuba Giermaziak and was one of the
stars of the Porsche Super Cup in 2014. The
Leichner Racing Team Porsche GT3 RSR
achieved three big wins during the season in
Montecarlo, Spielberg and Budapest.

Following on is Reference 2002751, which is
the Chevrolet Corvette C7.R number 50, Spirit
of Sebring 1965. The Chevrolet Corvette C7.R
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is on its way to becoming a legendary racing car
and several Carrera versions are available. This
new model has been given a blue and white
paint job inspired by the Corvette Grand Sport
that flew around the Sebring circuit 50 years
ago.

Reference 20027514, is the Lamborghini
Huracán LP 610-4 (blue). We featured this
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model, finished in bright green, in October, this
time we have a blue version. The car is powered
by a 5.2-litre, V10 engine, the car can accelerate
from 0 to 100 km/h in just 3.2 seconds.
Another piece of italian exotica is Reference
20027515, the LaFerrari (aluminio opaco).
Another colour for this model which we have
featured before, for example, in yellow and red
in a set (see November). The LaFerrari is
probably the Italian carmaker’s most ambitious
project ever and was introduced as the
company’s new top model in 2013. As the first
serial production hybrid engine Ferrari, it can
call upon up to 708 kW (963 hp) of power,
making it the most powerful two-seater Ferrari
in production. This latest model catches the eye
with a matt silver ‘alluminio opaco’ paint job.
As always thanks to Pete Binger of The
Hobby Company Limited www.hobbyco.net the
UK distributers for Carrera, for his help in
compiling this column, more news next month
and in the meantime, you can follow Carrera on
Facebook.
■

contained elsewhere in the Journal but these
include the NSCC Pioneer Green Mustangs,
Slot.it Lolas, Scalextric XKR GT3s and some
very special chrome GT 40s. The chrome GT
40s look stunning.
In addition a number of the red Ninco
UKSF/NSCC helpers car from last years
festival are now available for purchase by
members. However with these cars once ordered
priority will be given to overseas members. Any
remaining cars if oversubscribed will be sold to
members only after a ballot has taken place in order
to decide who will receive a car.

A

s I write this chat we have just returned
from last weeks very successful Milton
Keynes swapmeet. This was once again
very well organised and very well attended, so
thank you to Jeremy, the rest of the Committee
and all of our members who helped out on the
day. There were plenty of dealers, sellers and
collectors in attendance together with lots of
mouth watering items for sale, so business was
brisk.
I hope that those of you who picked up your
Milton Keynes Limited Edition Bentley enjoy
your event car. Helen our new Promotions
Officer was managing the door so I know that
a lot of you got chance to say hello. You may
also have had the opportunity meet Barbara
(Mrs. Chair) who was also helping out at the
event.
Since returning from Milton Keynes in
addition to the day work I have been sourcing
some glass for the cabinets that will house my
collection or should I say most of it. A liberating
but costly experience. Fortunately by the time we
come to next month’s Chairman’s Chat the
display cabinets will be finished and full of cars,
so I am looking forward to that.
Club Cars For Sale
The club still has a small number of NSCC
Club cars in stock which we are now making
available for purchase by members. Details are

UK Slot Car Festival Gaydon
Talking of the UK Slot Car Festival at Gaydon,
you will be pleased to know that this year the
NSCC Club stand will be on the main concourse
near to the top of the escalators at the event. So
there will be no excuse for not finding us. Details
of the Club’s involvement at the event are still
under discussion so more news on that later.
Club Website
The NSCC Webmaster Martin Kay has decided
to retire from his role and will now be replaced
as Webmaster by Martin Johnson who will take
over. I would like to thank Martin Kay for all his
hard work on behalf of the Club over the years.
Martin Johnson has already done a lot of
work on social media on behalf of the Club which
has seen a dramatic rise in the number of people on
our NSCC Facebook site which has now reached just
under a thousand members. An update of the
Club’s website has been long overdue so Martin is now
currently doing a complete revamp of the site. ➳
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You may have seen the article in the recent
edition of Slot magazine regarding the
International Federation of Slot Car Clubs. You
will be please to hear to two new clubs have
recently joined the Federation, one in the USA
and Slip Stream in Holland. A website is
currently being built for the IFSCC and there
will be more news on the Federation in due
course.
The Committee will be meeting up with our
Dutch colleagues at the SLN annual event in
April so we are all looking forward to that and
I know that some of you are attending as well.

Go Cardless
Finally can I remind all those members who
have not yet signed up to Go Cardless to please
do so now. In spite of one or two teething
problems many members are already enjoying
the benefit of Go Cardless which makes paying
for Club cars and membership much, much
easier. It also helps the Club to process payments
and reduces delays. So do sign up today, if you
have any queries or concerns on this, please
contact Andy Smith via his email or telephone
and he can explain it further.
Anyway that’s all for now, until next time. ■

NSCC Club Cars For Sale

T

he Club still has a small number of
NSCC Club cars in stock which we are
now making available for purchase.
The following cars are available for purchase
by members:
NSCC Pioneer Green Mustang - Price £40.00
plus postage.
NSCC Slot It Lola - Price £40.00 plus postage.
NSCC Scalextric XKR GT3 - Price £25.00
plus postage.
Should you wish to buy one of these cars
please complete and return the form in the
Journal together with your payment and send it
to Shaun Bennett, the Treasurer.

Red Ninco 2015 UKSF/NSCC
In addition a small number of the red Ninco
2015 UKSF/NSCC helpers cars from last years
festival are also available for purchase by
members. The price of these cars is £45 plus
postage.
Please complete the form to order the car.
However with these cars once ordered priority
will be given to overseas members. Any
remaining cars if oversubscribed will be sold to
members only after a ballot has taken place in
order to decide who will receive a car.
Chrome NSCC G
T40
GT40
The NSCC Chrome GT40 is now available to
members in a very limited run of 36 cars, priced
16

£95.00 plus postage if required.
We would rather the cars were collected
from a swapmeet if possible, but will send by
recorded/signed for post although please be
aware that we will not be able to replace any lost
in transit.
This is a fully working slot car (although
without driver figure) and comes in the NSCC
special black box.
Applications are invited from members (one
car per member only) for the car to Shaun
Bennett, NSCC treasurer by no later than 30th April
2016 either by email to Treasurer@nscc.co.uk,
post or by telephone (details on the back page of
the Journal).
We anticipate that demand may be greater than
available cars, so if this is the case, a draw will take place
at the Slot Car Festival where the first 36 applicants
drawn from the hat will be able to purchase the car.
■
Please send no money at this stage.

T

he year ahead remains an open track
for Ninco as far as slot is concerned
with their main focus still on the
booming Radio Control market. Their stand at
last month’s toy fair in Nuremburg reflected this
with just a small percentage allocated to the
product that built them but these are still tricky
times for many slot car manufacturers.
At the end of last year, Ninco brought back
their product manufacture to Spain with the
return of many if not all of their moulds for
track and cars. Track production commenced
immediately with sets made available in time for
Christmas. To produce a car, it’s not just a
question of a body and chassis. The level of
detail in a Ninco car means that there are a
number of component parts that are injection
moulded such as lights, door handles, bumpers,
interiors, etc. so for an investment to be made,
the manufacturer must be sure the car is desired
and will be a good seller. In the current climate,
it appears the only cars available are their latest

releases of the Seat Leon, Ford Sierra, Citroen
C4 and Renault Megane Trophy; all of which
can be seen on the new look Ninco website.
Their toy fair stand in Germany did show
some new innovations in the way of both track
and cars. Firstly, Ninco had a smaller scale track
on show with artwork for a 1/43rd Rally set.
Ninco are investigating this scale as a potential
joint venture although there is still a lot of
development required should it move ahead.
There is already strong presence in this scale but
it does bring an opportunity to flex their slotcar
know how to a wider audience. Currently there
is no Ninco car at this scale and therefore no
firm release date for such a product.
Turning to cars, last year saw Ninco
showcase a Renault RS01 model at 1/32nd scale.
This project was shelved but there has been
some development with the body. A move to a
light weight body, similar to those used in the RC
world, is already on the drawing board at the
Ninco design lab! Plans for the release of this
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model and that of a Fiesta rally car may see the
light of day towards the end of 2016 but this is
very much dependant on how the market fares
over the coming months. The “Lexan” type
body shells would be produced from a slightly
thicker material giving better rigidity and
robustness whilst still maintaining an overall
lighter weight. With other differences in the
moulding technique, better detailing can also be
achieved. The plan would be to combine this
with the “clam-shell” chassis already successfully
launched on the Seat Leon Cup Racer cars. A
good centre of gravity and light weight are ideal
ingredients for a fast, well balanced race car…
Watch this space!

I recently visited the London Classic Car
Show at London’s Excel centre and attended the
opening of a small exhibition in honour of
designer and “father” of the McLaren F1. The
man himself, Gordon Murray, opened the
exhibit with an insight to how the car came
about. Personally speaking, the McLaren F1 is
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a beautiful car and whilst I save my pennies to
own a real one (yeah, right!), I can boast a full
collection of 1/32nd scale Ninco models. Sure
enough, housed within “McLaren F1 - The
Inside Story” exhibit, a selection of iconic
McLaren F1 cars were presented in all their
glory. Pure heaven!
■

W

elcome to Fly on the Wall for
March. This month Terry Smith of
Gaugemaster gives us this report
from the Nuremberg Toy Fair which he
attended:
“A meeting with Rafael Barrios Jnr. is always
pleasurable however, always too short. The big
news from Fly is that they are now to
concentrate on producing racing trucks and
classic F1 cars. We can expect a new truck

offering later in the year when they release the
sexy looking Renault Racing Truck. There are
a few new announcements regarding the F1’s
although this is provisional and we have no part
numbers for these as yet. Only items featured on
the attached first trimester fact sheet can be
ordered at the moment. Also attached are more
of their projected collaborations with Avant Slot
but again we have no further details at this time.
These are the cars due soon from Fly: ➳
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Reference: FS062102 Brabham BT44, Brazilian
GP 1975 Carlos Pace.
Reference: FS062103 Brabham BT44, US GP
1974 John Watson.
Reference: FS050301 Ferrari 512BB, John
Player Special.
Reference: FS704105 Porsche 997, RSR
Martini Edition.
Reference: FS202309 Mercedes Racing Truck,
AEG.
FS202311 Mercedes Racing Truck, German
Beer.
Reference: FS205102 Buggyra MK08, Race
Truck.
Regarding his Slotwings range, he will
continue to offer new liveries of existing Fly
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models although some do have subtle tooling
changes such as the new rear spoilers on the
Porsche 934s and the quirky looking air intakes
on one of the forthcoming Martini Porsche
917ks. With Fly switching to producing mostly
trucks and F1’s in future, it will be Slotwings
where we will find most of the sports car releases
including the welcome return of the Lola T70
GT. Also watch out for the Jagermeister Porsche
934/5 which I’m sure will be popular with
collectors of these orange cars.
Here are the forthcoming Slotwings releases:
Reference: SLW004-01 Lola T70 GT, Tourist
Trophy 1968, Denny Hulme.
Reference: SLW004-02 Lola T70 GT, Le Mans
1968, Norinder/Axlesson.
Reference: SLW005-03 Porsche 917K, 1,000k
Brands Hatch 1971, Elford/Redman.

Reference: SLW005-04 Porsche 917K, 1,000k
Brands Hatch 1971, Ahrens/Attwood.
Reference: SLW044-03 Porsche 934, Rally de
Espana Historic 2012, Carlos Sainz.
Reference: SLW044-03 Porsche 934, Rally de
Espana Historic 2012, Carlos Sainz.
Reference: SLW065-02 Porsche 934/5,
Nurburgring 1,000k 1977, Barth/Doren.

Reference: SLW065-06 Porsche 934/5,Tour de
France 1976, Frquelin/Delaval.
Reference: SLW065-7 Porsche 934/5,
Interscope Laguna Seca 100 MILES 1977,Ted
Field.
Reference: SLW065-1SP Porsche 934/5 ,
Jagermeister Nurburgring 1977, Schimpf/
Fischhaber.
Please note that the list above is the latest
one from Slowings we have, so please disregard
any duplications/errors on the pictures”.
Thanks to Terry Smith, Brand Manager,
Gaugemaster Controls Ltd. for this update,
there appears to be much to look forward to
from Fly and Slotwings in 2016, of course I shall
keep you undapted next month In the meantime
see www.gaugemaster.com or follow Fly on
Facebook.
■

Reference: SLW065-03 Porsche 934/5, Mid
Ohio IMSA 1977, Bundy/Woods.
Reference: SLW065-04 Porsche 934/5,
Silverstone 6hrs 1976, Ickx/Mass.
Reference: SLW065-05 Porsche 934/5,
Vallelunga 6hrs 1976, Ickx/Mass.
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H

ello everyone, I hope you don’t mind,
but I’ve sort of rolled all of my
ramblings for this month into one big
article which mainly covers the 2016 Milton
Keynes NSCC swapmeet, but also touches on a
few other things like you know I normally like to
do.

Cockerton and Paul Leyshon who enquired as
to why I had not got a table there? Easy I
replied, because I knew I could not get up early
enough and that they would then take the “pee”
out of me as soon as I got there, which
thoroughly amused them both.
➳

2016 Milton Keynes NSCC Swapmeet
Sunday 21st February saw the Annual NSCC
“Milton Keynes” swapmeet take place and after
a steady journey down the M6 and M1 with my
very good friend and fellow NSCC member
Paul Pearson driving then we duly arrived at the
usual venue, where we were pleasantly greeted
by Nigel Roberts and newly recruited NSCC
Promotions Secretary Helen Richards on the
entry table, seen here talking to former very long
standing NSCC Committee member Bob Bott.
We also soon bumped into old friends Mark
I may as well be honest, hadn’t I? This is Mark

NSCC meet and gr
eet table
greet
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Busy
Busy,, busy busy!

Lots to see and buy

Morris Minor TTrrav
eller
aveller

Then, as soon as I saw Jeremy he asked me
if I had got my camera with me, to which I said
“yes”, which then transferred the job of doing
this write up from him to me apparently, but I
was planning to do it anyway to be honest, so
please don’t tell him OK? (And “yes” it does take
me ages to do them as several of you have asked
me in the past).

off some of the wooden bits as I didn’t have time
to try painting it, but I’ll try to do it properly for
next time, honest! (I have only tried to cast a few
as it’s miles quicker than trying to scratch build
the same thing a few times when people say “can
you do one for me please” as they take ages, like
15 hours for the Minivan for example which
started out as a 1970’s Mini Cooper that had got
a crack in the back part of the body).

Ther
ent tr
aders pr
esent
Theree wer
weree plenty of differ
different
traders
present

Come on, doing this on the boot of my
Quantum kit car in the gar
age, did you rreally
eally
garage,
expect anything differ
ent from me?
different

Anyway, my first port of call was the RS Slot
Racing stand as Colin had very kindly offered to
put a few of my resin castings on the corner of
the table to see if we could sell any, with the
main one being the Morris Minor Traveller look
alike (well it does from a distance in the dark
apparently) that I have been working on over the
last couple of weeks.
This is it with brown insulation tape to show

George Turner told me that you should only
ever make cars that have raced, but what does
he know! (Errrr, tons actually, oh well, good job
I’m not in this for the money then as we only
sold a couple on the day so there are still some
left if anybody wants one?).
So, you probably think I’m mad then but
I’ve always fancied making one of these,
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And her
e’
s what they can look like when you’v
here’
e’s
you’vee
built them up
up,, but I can’t keep them all for me,
can I?

Richar
d manning the table, Gary had popped
Richard
out for a cigar
ette!
cigarette!

whether people raced them or not but in the
1970’s they probably did race them, to the petrol
pumps that is when the fuel crisis was
happening, but when you get to a certain age
then cars like this do actually mean something
to you as my neighbour had one when I was a
kid for instance.

The room seemed quite busy throughout
the day to be honest so I guess there were easily
250 people there and trade seemed brisk to say
the least with the new 2016 Hornby Scalextric
catalogue being spotted on the Slot Magazine
stand at least. Although in its newly revised A5
format it just didn’t quite look right, but never
mind, apparently that’s progress and I’ll leave
Homer, sorry Peter Simpson to tell you all about
that one in the coming Journals.

An example of my finished Mini

Anyway, having unpacked a few of them I
then left Colin in charge of selling them and
whilst on my travels around the room I bumped
into quite a few people that I know, together with
an unexpected name or two from the past also,
together with a clone of Bob Bott that had also
attended the swapmeet, and had already caught
several of us out when we had said “Hello Bob”
to him and he replied with “I’m not Bob!”
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Ar
essed with the new format?
Aree you impr
impressed

Most of the usual traders were there as you
would expect but unfortunately Dave Jessett was
unable to make it “due to the day job” as they
say, but he did manage to pop in for a short
while whilst he was on the way to pick up Guy
after “work” in the morning but those that➳

Stev
oid
Stevee Cannon trying to av
avoid
me.......unsuccessfully!

Phil Smith, always smiling!

were there were presenting a vast array of items
for sale from the latest Hornby Scalextric
releases on Steve Cannon’s table, who looks like
he enjoys’ having his photo taken less than I do,
to some very nice 1960’s stuff from Phil Smith
amongst others, including this rather nice
rubber Dunlop bridge (bet that’s woke you up
then Dave Parish, our 1960’s “rubber” expert)
together with an old 1960/’70’s shop display
cabinet that is really just the job to display your
cars on from that era. And more or less
everything else in between including some
rather nice hand built models on Colin’s table of
some vintage F1 cars that were displayed rather
nicely in this particularly attractive rotating
cabinet, rotating that is as it turned a bit when
I almost knocked it off the table (sorry Colin)!
Now, for once, I actually managed to spend

Thanks Gr
aham, but knock it ov
er and I will not
Graham,
over
be impr
essed!
impressed!
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ery nice vintage items for sale
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that we are all still around when it does actually
get built as I remember my old friend Peter
Emery saying that he had calculated that with
all of the kits and things that he had bought to
build up he would need to live until he was 105
in order to be able to finish them all (and I am
being serious, but whether he was I’m not sure
but try it for yourself, I did and I need to live
until I’m 135 apparently such is the slowness of
my building compared to my rate of buying!).➳

”No
ge ”leav
aham”
”No,, no”, says Geor
George
”leavee me alone Gr
Graham”

quite a bit of time with George Turner today
and so for this month, as a very special thing, the
“George Turner News” comes to you “live” so
to speak, from Milton Keynes today and
includes some WIP pictures of his latest
creations of the Jaguar XK120 Hardtop
together with a reworking of the Ninco E-Type
Jaguar both of which are going to have to find
a home in my cupboards once they are available
for sale as the E-Type is my favourite car of all
time, but in the meantime I bought this
Chevrolet Corvette off him to keep me going in
always having something to start when you want
to spend some time on your hobby but don’t
want to risk actually doing enough to actually
finish off anything but whether it comes out
anywhere near as good as this one that George
built is a very good question indeed. I just hope

Most of GT Models curr
ent line up wer
current
weree
pr
esent
present
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And of course some of the new stuff!

The XK120

A selection of his brilliant cars

As we were next to Gareth of “Chase Cars”
fame then I couldn’t resist showing you a few of
his cars as well, he’s the chap that does the USA
style chassis, as in they make your cars handle

like a 1970’s USA car by leaning over more than
a Citroen 2CV does when you go around a
corner.
And which makes a pleasant change for a
trader to not have a beard like the guy in the
back ground does, or like George Turner does,
or my old friend and long time NSCC member
Barry Davis also does as shown here.

Gar
eth of ““Chase
Chase Car” fame
Gareth

Barry D
avies with a selection of goodies
Davies

And the E-T
ype, with enlar
ged rrear
ear wheel
E-Type,
enlarged
ar
ches
arches
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But hang on, with all of these pictures, it’s
given me an idea, get a few guitars and a slot car,
i.e. the ZZ Top Eliminator that I built/ nearly
finished many years ago and then we could form
our own tribute act called “ZZ Slot”, with
Gareth being the one without the beard but
actually had the surname of “Beard.”

Phil of Scale Models fame

My own “Eliminator”

I also saw my old friend Dave Norton from
Quorn Slot Car Club who always seems to have
a table at this event
Together with another old friend Robert
Campling who always tries to have the largest
stall on the planet, especially at Gaydon!
And who also had this rather nice Pink Kar
VW Beetle for sale that almost tempted me to
buy it, I think it was a “Herbie” inspired car as
it nearly had the number “53” on it, a bit like the
chap I saw once who had bought a dodgy TShirt off his holidays that said “667” on it when
it should have said “666”, with the reason being
it also said, “The Neighbour of The Beast”
rather than “The Number of the Beast”, so as
usual, I digress, but hopefully in a funny way?
Finally I must mention Phillip from Scale
Models who I have known for many years but
has always seemed to evade my camera lens
despite buying several of my slot car creations
over the years whilst manning the table for Mark
and Julie at most of the swapmeets that I’ve ever
been to, so here’s a picture of him to make up
for my past omissions.
Anyway, Colin said that the best part of the
day was “before we got there”, but hopefully he
was only joking, but he did actually say that
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eating the sausage rolls that I had brought with
me when I wasn’t looking was the best bit, and
now that I think about it, I thought that I hadn’t
eaten that many (No wonder he was laughing in
the photo never mind mate, you’re very welcome)?
Right, that’s about it then as I’ve used up
most of my photos, and without which I could
not have done this report, and so, as ever, I must
say a special rather large “thank you” to all of
you who posed for the camera for me as I➳

Rob Camplin and his “pop up” slotcar shop

Pink Kar Beetle, tempting!

really do make all of this up as I go along, and
it needs saying again, that without these photos
I could not have done this report, so “thank you”
once again, and also to Paul for driving me there
and Colin Spark for lending me a bit of his
table.
So, to sum it all up we all had a very
enjoyable day in the South and we must therefore
thank Jeremy and the rest of the NSCC Committee
for organising the event together with all of the
traders who travelled many miles in order to
attend and not all of them do it solely for the
money as it is a fantastic day out amongst old
and new friends for many of us and in the end
even I ended up buying several bits and pieces
as if you’ve gone all the way there then you may
as well, hadn’t you?
So, what else is coming up? Well, we can now
look forward to the Orpington swapmeet on
Sunday 17th April that is organised by Phil Smith
and then it’s the 2016 UK Slot Car Festival, held
at the British Motor Museum, Gaydon, Warwickshire,
England, CV35 0BJ to give it it’s full address over
the weekend of Saturday 14 and Sunday 15

May and were it to write its own “CV” like it
says in the Post Code it would say that “it’s the
greatest slot car show on the planet”, but I
actually think that Roger Barker wrote that bit
for it a couple of years ago, but what the hell,
he’s 100% right you really don’t want to miss
this one, trust me!
Finally, stop press! Some progress has been
made! it was sunny outside so couldn’t resist
seeing how they paint up for a bit, so bet you
weren’t expecting that!
■
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Teamslot News
By Graham Pritchard

H

aving badgered “Steve Wright in the
afternoon” of the 24 February for
some info to help me do my stuff for
this issue then he very kindly sent me the
following information in respect of Teamslot
and boy does some of it look superb especially
that all black Escort I wish I could get my cars
to shine like that!
Ford Escort RS2000
“AUERBERGRENNEN 1981”
(R
ef: 12704)
(Ref:

better get in quickly I think if you haven’t
already as both of these Escorts should be out
any day now.
Lancia Stratos “
Tour De France
“T
1980” White Kit W
ith Decals (R
ef:
With
(Ref:
KIT010)

Not sure where the name comes from for this
one as I’d call it “Jagermiester” to be honest, but
doesn’t it look rather nice!
I’ve actually been working on an old
RS2000 body that my mate Phil McCarthy gave
me a while ago in this colour but looks like the
real one will be out before I get around to
finishing mine, oh well, nothing new there then
, is there?
Ford Escort RS2000 Monte Carlo
1981 Special Limited Edition of 200
with Dirt Effect (R
ef: 12705)
(Ref:
The Limited Edition Ford Escort RS2000
Monte Carlo will be a special version of the last
car they made but with dirt effect!
I think anything in that shade of blue always
looks very nice and this one is limited to only
200 units worldwide, so if you want one you’d
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Also coming next month hopefully is this version
of the Lancia Stratos, which always seems to
look great no matter which livery it is in.
Audi Quattro A2 “ Ypres24 1986”
(R
ef: 12304) and T
oyota Celica G
T4
(Ref:
Toyota
GT4
ST
-185 “Safari 1994” (R
ef: 11708)
ST-185
(Ref:
Uuummm, “Flying Sausage”, that’s a rather
unusual livery, isn’t it, you won’t be able to call
that one an “old banger” then, will you?
But at least the Quattro is in a familiar
“Rothmans” livery and both of these feature the
new chassis that can be converted to angle
winder should you wish to.
➳

Further down the line, we also have the
following cars coming out too:
Lancia Stratos “San R
emo 1979”
Remo
White Kit W
ith Decals (R
ef: Kit 011)
With
(Ref:

Ford Escort RS2000 White Kit (R
ef:
(Ref:
KIT 009)
Sorry, but we have no pictures of this one yet,
but I’m sure you get the idea.
Renault Alpine A310 V6 G
TP Le
GTP
Mans and Jagermeister (R
ef: 12801
(Ref:
and 12803)
And then a real couple of beauties, which
are great to see from Teamslot in the form of
some classic Le Mans cars, and being the

Renault Alpine A310 V6 GTP cars of Ref:
12801 Renault Alpine A310 V6 GTP “Le Mans
1977” and Ref: 12803 Renault Alpine A310 V
GTP “B.Wolleck” or “Jagermeister” as I would
call it again!

And Finally, Just when you thought it
couldn’t get any better or that having spent shed
loads of money already and thinking you were
all done, then what about this new one? Hot on
the heels of the “Professionals” RS2000 there’s
a lovely “all black” RS2000 which again is
limited to only 200 units and they are all for the
UK only, very nice, better get your pre-orders in
pretty soon, as I do not think these will hang
around long either I reckon!
See you all next month with more news
from Teamslot and my usual Bits and Pieces. ■
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O

ut now are the Jagermeister
BMW320’s of Stuck and Grohs
RCSW41A/B and these will be
followed by the Fruit of the Loom RCSW42 and
then Roddenstock sponsored RCSW43 cars,
however don’t think that these releases are just
livery changes! The cars feature four different
front splitters, three different rear spoilers and
two different body styles (front wheel arches)
enough, hopefully to keep collectors of BMW’s
happy! All four models will be with us between
now and early May.

Sitting on RCSW41A are the soon to be
released Hawaiian Tropic girls. Now moulded in
a more pliable resin, the girls will be almost
unbreakable and will allow them to have logo’s
tampo printed. The previous girls have been
good sellers and there is no reason to believe that
these beauties seen at Daytona and Le Mans will
be any less so!
RCSWFIG-008 Hawaiian Tropic Girl - Helena
- Retail £12.95.
RCSWFIG-009 Hawaiian Tropic Girl - InnaRetail £12.95.
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RCSWFIG-010 Hawaiian Tropic Girl - Jane Retail £12.95.
Note the picture shows samples and the girls
hair colour will change.
Also due in the stores by you read this is the
latest in the line of JPS liveried special editions
RCSWLE05. Although fictional, demand for
these are not abating with Sideways UK
distributor Gaugemaster quoting that the
Ferrari 512BB had already sold out to trade
outlets before it arrived on these shores. If you➳

are quick you still might be able to pick one up
from your retailer. Following on from this will be
a Gulf liveried Porsche 935 RCSWHC04 which
includes the matching vintage Gulf petrol pump
that compliments the one that has been available
separately. Please note the picture shows a preproduction sample and the colours and finish
my vary from the picture.
Although it has been on the cards for some
time now, will finally have a shot of the Miller
Time Group 5 Ford Mustang from Sideways.

Carrying the part number RCSW46 the
model is the car raced by Klaus Ludwig during
the 1981 IMSA GTX series and was to heralds
Fords return to circuit racing in the US. The real
car was in essence a Zakspeed Capri wearing
Mustang glass and body panels but as the Capri
was no longer available to the American market
it made sense to dress the car as a Mustang! The
never before modelled as a RTR slot car should
be with us around June.
The RSCW46 Ford Mustang Turbo IMSA
GTX - Mid Ohio 1981 Klaus Ludwig will retail
around £49.95, but to be confirmed.
Due at the tail end of the year will be the
first of the Lancia Stratos which has also been
on the burner for a while. The real car certainly
took on a more outrageous look when raced in
Group 5 guise and I know that a lot of people
are excited about this forthcoming release, sorry
no reference number at this stage. It looks very
striking with the cigarette branding on it but it
may be the Alitalia car that will be with us first.■
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Y

ou may have seen in the news this
month that Hornby’s finances are
again in turmoil, due in part
apparently to being let down last year by a lack
of supplies from their Chinese manufacturers.
Perhaps they should have kept production in the
UK after all? Let’s hope their bankers, Barclays,
agree to keep the Company afloat.
After mentioning the AC Cobra last month,
I was kindly collared by Allan Feldman at the
Milton Keynes NSCC Swapmeet, who informed
me I had got it wrong, and the 170mph car that
drove down the M1 motorway was in fact not a
Cobra, but an AC A98 Coupe, A98 being the
chassis number. Apparently the activities centred
around Watford Gap services. I doubt the 1964
feat would be repeated nowadays, especially
with the lengthy 50mph speed limit that seems
to have been in force around there for the last
few months. More information, from the
Horse’s Mouth, as it were, is available on the
Autocar Website: http://www.autocar.co.uk/
car-news/motorsport/day-jack-sears-hit185mph-m1-motorway . Thanks Allan, let’s see
how many mistakes I can make this month:
B is for Baker, Bandini, Bantam, Bentley,
Benz, Berliet, Berkeley, Berna, Beutler, Bianchi,
Bitter, Bizzarrini, Bluebird, BMW, BNC, Bond,
Bonnet, Borgward, Brabham, Bricklin, Bristol,
BRM, Brush, BSA, Bucciali, Bugatti and Buick.
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Baker started making full size Electric Cars
in Ohio back in 1899, making their last one in
1916. Bandini made a total of about 73 small
racing cars, sporting coupes and grand tourers
after 1947, some looking like small Ferraris and
reaching high speeds despite their small, highly
tuned engines. 100mph from a 750cc engine
and 144mph from a 987cc engine is not bad!
Bantam started building Austin Sevens under
licence in Pennsylvania, before Americanising
them with newly designed bodywork and selling
their cars to Ernest Hemingway, Buster Keaton
and Al Johnson. Although Bantam only made
cars for a few years, they are apparently
acknowledged by most people (apart from
Willys) as the inventor of the Jeep.

W.O. Bentley trained as an engineer before
becoming a London Taxi Driver, starting a
garage business, designing the Humber Radial
engine for the RAF, and building his first 3 Litre
Bentley racing car. Bentleys first won at Le Mans
in 1924. The Wall Street Crash caused Bentley
to be sold in 1931 to their competitor Rolls
Royce.
Carl Benz and Gottlieb Daimler built one of
the first cars ever, a three wheeler with a gas
powered engine, and test drove it back in 1885.
Carl continued to make his own cars before
merging his Company with Gottlieb in 1926 to
make Daimler-Benz.

Berliet made not only lorries and cars, but
also became France’s largest locomotive
manufacturer. Only lorries were made after
1939, until the Company was taken over by
Citroen in 1967. Berkeley made some 1950’s
Sports Cars from reinforced polyester body parts
that were glued together, a bit like one of
Graham Pritchard’s resin models perhaps?
Although Berkeleys were fitted with motorcycle
engines and reached 69mph in 15bhp trim!
Even smaller than Berkeley two and three
cylinder engines, were the one cylinder engines
used by Berna in Bern, Switzerland back in
1902 to deliver 5bhp to the rear wheels of their
chain driven cars. Beutler were Swiss coachbuilders
from the 1940s to 1987, building special versions
of Bristol, Healey, Jowett, Porsche and VW cars,
including a four door Beetle. Probably best
known for their racing bicycles today, Bianchi
diversified into motorbikes and cars too, and
Mussolini drove a Bianchi S15.
Erich Bitter was a professional racing cyclist
himself in Germany, before becoming a racing
driver for Abarth, Ferrari, Jaguar, NSU, Porsche
and Volvo. His cars included the Bitter CD built
using Opel Diplomat parts and the SC built
with Senator parts.

300mph, Donald went further, first crashing at
360mph then having his Bluebird rebuilt and
setting the Land Speed Record at 403.1mph.
BMW’s 328 was amazingly modern when
introduced in 1936. Twenty years later they
made the V8 powered 503 that was driven by
George C.Scott in the film “The Last Run.” ➳

Giotto Bizzarrini set up his own business in
1962 after designing the 250 GTO for Ferrari,
and designed cars for Alfa Romeo, Lamborghini,
and the Iso Grifo, which his own cars resembled
too.
Not a manufacturer as such, Bluebirds were
of course the Speed Record Cars and Boats of
Sir Malcolm Campbell and his Son Donald.
Malcolm’s first cars were in fact Sunbeams,
and he was the first person to drive a car over
March 2016
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From 1973 to 1975 BMW made the 3.0
CSL “Batmobiles”, with rear wing as modelled
by Scalextric.

in Paris from 1924 to 1931. In 1929 a BNC led
its class at Le Mans before engine failure. Laurie
Bond had been involved with Berkeley three
wheelers but had made his first one before then,
in 1949. The Bond Equipe GT was fully
equipped with four wheels though, and borrowed
its chassis, doors and windscreen from the
Triumph Herald, had a Triumph Spitfire
Engine and a Triumph Vitesse dashboard. The
last four wheeled Bond car was made in 1970,
with the Bond Bug being sold until 1975.
Rene Bonnet made The Djet GT Coupe,
which won its Le Mans class in 1962 and 1963.
Matra continued production when they bought
the Company. Borgward started off building
three wheelers, but later developed GT coupes
and the 1500RS that raced against Jaguars,
Ferraris and Porsches.

This was followed by the M1 which could
reach 50mph in first gear and carry on to
162mph. BMW then entered Formula One by
making engines for Brabham. Stabo made this
Lola BMW T100.

Most of Jack Brabham’s cars were designed
for racing, but a few had de-tuned engines that
could be used in normal traffic. Bricklin SV
(“Safety Vehicle”) American Sports Cars were
only made in 1974, and safety features included
a Tango Orange paint job, an ugly front bumper
and no ash trays because smoking and driving
can be dangerous! Bristol cars were long
distance tourers, and used BMW or Chrysler

BNC stood for Bollack, Netter and Company.
They made similar small Sports Cars to Amilcar
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engines until manufacture stopped in 2011,
since when they have been restoring existing
models while developing a new Pinnacle model,
see their website www.bristolcars.co.uk.
Graham Hill won his 1962 World
Championship in a British Racing Motors
(BRM) V8 P56. BRM also introduced Sir Jackie
Stewart to Formula One in 1965. Their last year
as a serious contender was 1971, with the P160.
Brush made two seater runabouts from 1907
to 1911. A Brush was only the third car to be
driven up Pike’s Peak in 1908, during an East to
West Coast trip across the USA.
BSA (Birmingham Small Arms Company)
used to build cars before 1939, as well as
bicycles, motorcycles and guns of course. The
BSA 25/33 was a copy of the Itala that won the
Peking to Paris race in 1907. The BSA Scout
was unusual for its time, as it had front wheel
drive.
The Bucciali brothers only made 151 cars,
the later ones in 1932 having a futuristic lowprofile look with a long bonnet. Bugatti were
more successful, although they also had their
long bonneted Royale in 1932. Known as “The
Chauffeurs Nightmare” because of its bulk and
weak brakes, it proved even too big and expensive
for the Royal Customers it was aimed at.➳
Bugatti were more successful with the Type 35
however, which is credited with winning almost
2,000 races. It should be noted though, that
many of those races were contested by Bugattis
only!
David Dunbar Buick was a plumber who set
up two Buick Companies in 1901 with the
money he obtained from selling his design to
join porcelain to metal. Buick formed the basis
of General Motors in 1904, and the rest is
history.

Let’s see how Slot Car versions of the above
manufacturer’s cars are doing on eBay:
1. Revell Mr Gasser monster driver in 1/24
BRM sealed kit £396.72 (311528701133).
2. Scalextric Vintage Black Bentley £266.00
(301863605943).
3. Scalextric Prototype Bentley Continental £263.00
(311531519777).
4. Jouef / Playcraft BRM with Ferrari and two Jaguars
£260.00 (322008804394).
5. Spanish Scalextric Exin Race Tuned Red BRM
£230.00 (301864307629).
6. Scalextric Vintage Gold Chrome Bentley £227.22
(172013525674).
7. Scalextric Vintage Green Bentley and Blue Alfa
Romeo £195.00 (201473957825).
8. Le Mans Miniatures Bugatti 57G £179.99
(311528973497).
9. Fly Andy Warhol BMW M1 £175.16
(161890661210).
10. Faller Aurora AFX BMW F2 £168.21
(262232749647).
Well, I never would have guessed, or should
that be gassed, that Mr Gasser would have been
top of the charts!
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1. Scalextric Original Design Drawings for C77
Ford GT “Best Offer” above £1,451.89
(262295558039).
2. Spanish Scalextric Exin Blue Honda F1
£1,230.00 (301847106824).
3. Aurora HO 28 Car Collection £849.00
(262267288781).
4. French Scalextric Vintage Red Aston Martin
Marshal Car £830.00 (121894895722).
5. Slot Classic Pegaso Z102 £780.84 (252268501316).
6. Aurora AFX HO Prototype Porsche 934 Turbo
£709.02 (291668905129).
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transparent Scalextric BMW prototype at
£495.00 or “Best offer” (201421084443). They
also have a plain white Vectra with no motor
and a broken spoiler offered at £295.00 or “Best
offer” (201421085300).
Perhaps more of a bargain, is the copy of
Table Top Car Racing (without dust jacket)
available from Indiana for just £17.94 or “Best
offer” (182034488272).
7. Aurora T Jet HO Blue Mustang £708.31
(191795161380).
8. A.C. Gilbert American Flyer Corvette Set
£637.41 (371552985402).
9. Competition Models and Hobbies Inc Lola 70
£637.41 (371554539708).
10. Carrera Digital Set with 8 Cars £609.76
(151955298860).
Very unusual to have a set of drawings in the
Top Ten this month. I wonder how many other
pieces of similar design work there are out there?
A good price achieved for the Honda. The Red
Aston Martin looked almost too good to be true
in the pictures, but does apparently have some
Repro parts. Brilliant to see an A.C.Gilbert set
being valued so highly so many years after it was
produced.
Prototypes
Scalextric appear to have been delving into their
stock of 3D Printed prototypes again this month,
with a Black and Red Lotus 72 Prototype selling for
£320.99 (311531525884), a Black Go-Kart
Prototype selling for £270.99 (182020537391),
a White and Black Bentley Continental for
£263.00 (311531519777), and a Black Start F1
for £197.00 (311545635497).
There is a Warrington seller on eBay with a
couple of similar prototypes, a Black and Red
Lotus 72 and a black Caterham, who has them
optimistically listed at “Buy it now” prices of
£650.00 (161186931697) and £395.00
(161975268000) respectively. He also has a
number of the NSCC Club cars for sale, which
if he acheives the prices being asked means all
our collections are worth considerably more
perhaps we realise? Rails of Sheffield are also
trying to get in on the act, by offering a
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I’ve spent a lot of time at the National
Exhibition Centre this month. While viewing
the toy stands at the Spring Fair, it occurred to
me that so many manufacturers waste so much
money these days making rubbish toys when
they could be making slot cars instead.
I eventually found a stand with four slot cars on
a shelf, so I asked if the standholders were
connected with Gaugemaster, only to discover
to my surprise that it was actually the
Gaugemaster stand I was on!
Such a contrast to an exhibition at
Birmingham’s Bingley Hall which I vaguely
remember being taken to as a child in the 1960s,
where I admired a Scalextric demonstration
layout. It must have been about the same time
that I received my first Scalextric set at Christmas, I
wonder if the show inspired the purchase?
I also spotted a rather nice VW Camper
Van at the Caravan, Camping and Motorhome
Show, which looked like a full size version of the
Scalextric model.
That’s about it for this month, until next
time, but if you see anything interersting on
eBay please do send it through to me.
■

